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Executive Summary

The past three months for NZ’s residential property have had a strong sense of déjà vu about them. Sales 
volumes remain relatively low – in Auckland because of soft demand; around most of the rest of NZ because 
of restricted listings and buyer choice. And property value growth also remains fairly subdued nationally, with 
Auckland now seeing falls and the growth phase for many regional markets showing signs of a slowdown. 
These big-picture patterns will probably remain in place for the rest of 2019.

To elaborate a bit more on all of this, the underlying economic environment is still a good foundation for the 
property market. GDP growth is holding up at a decent pace of 2.5-3.0% annually, the labour market is strong 
(unemployment is low and full-time employment is still growing about 3% p.a.), and continued net migration 
flows are boosting property demand. One fly in the ointment is that wage growth remains subdued, meaning 
that housing affordability isn’t improving materially.

The mortgage/finance side of things is also favourable. Yes, deposit requirements are still high, income/
expense testing is stringent, and lenders also want to see that a borrower could service their debt at a 
theoretical mortgage rate of 7-8% (not just the current actual rates of 4% or so). However, the official cash  
rate is low (and expected to fall further), mortgage rates are low, and competition amongst the banks for the 
best borrowers (either new to the market or refinancers) is pretty intense.  

The CoreLogic Buyer Classification data shows that first home buyers (FHBs) and investors are taking their 
opportunities at present. It needs to be reiterated that the overall number of property purchases/sales is solid 
rather than spectacular at present. But with that in mind, it’s still interesting to note that FHBs’ market share 
now stands at 24% – on a par with previous record highs prior to the GFC. And for mortgaged investors, 
although their market share is well down on previous peaks (thanks to the LVR rules), there are signs of  
a slow creep up.

This quarter we’ve also broken down the investor data into what’s happening based on the size of their 
portfolios. In recent months, the group of investors with two properties (i.e. their house and a rental, or a bach) 
have raised their market share of purchases, at least partly reflecting the scrapping of capital gains tax and the 
boost this has given to their confidence about future returns. This rise has been most marked in Wellington 
and Christchurch. By contrast, over a longer period of the past 3-4 years, the bigger players (those with 10+ 
properties) have become more prominent in Auckland. This may reflect a larger equity base and their greater 
ability to keep transacting even though property prices are high.

In regards to the investor landscape, one important point that has snuck under the radar a little is that the tax 
ring-fence for rental property losses is now law. In other words, from this tax year (i.e. April 1st 2019) onwards, 
investors can only use losses to offset tax on other property profits, not non-property income anymore. This 
will no doubt prompt some investors to sell their property, but may not affect the stock of rentals too much – 
bear in mind that they may well just be selling to another landlord.

In addition to the really interesting outlook for the official cash rate (potentially another cut in August as  
well as November), the Reserve Bank has plenty else on its plate too. The final decision on future bank capital 
requirements is due by the end of November, to potentially start from April 1st next year and phased over 
five years. The banks feel that the current proposals are too tough, so it remains to be seen how this ends. 
Meanwhile, there’s a good chance that the LVR speed limits will be relaxed again in November, potentially  
more so for investors than owner-occupiers (given that investor lending is driving an overall softening).

Other issues to watch for in the 6-9 months include a potential flattening off for dwelling consents (as capacity 
constraints bite), and continued growth in property rents and gross yields (albeit from a low base). However, 
rental growth is unlikely to take off, because ultimately any rent increases that landlords can successfully  
push through tend to be anchored simply by how much tenants can afford to pay – itself determined by  
wage growth, which is pretty low at present.

As always, we keep a running monitor on the property market every week via our NZ Property Market Pulse 
articles, so be sure to check these out on our website http://www.corelogic.co.nz/news-research/all-news/
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New Zealand Asset Classes 

The value of residential property remains above one trillion dollars, with mortgages secured against 24% 
of this value. In other words, 76% of the value of the property market is household equity. This is not to say 
however that NZ’s debt levels are low – in fact, household debt is equivalent to almost 165% of disposable 
income, the highest level for at least 20 years (and probably ever). This high level of debt is being sustained 
because interest rates are very low.

The commercial & industrial property sector ($216bn) is much smaller than residential, as is the value of the 
share market ($154bn) and the country’s superannuation savings ($98bn).

Sources: CoreLogic NZ, Reserve Bank of NZ, NZX, NZ Super Fund

RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE 

$1.1 trillion
$268 Billion in home loans

COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE

$216 billion

NZ LISTED STOCKS

$154 billion

NZ SUPER & KIWISAVER

$98 billion
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NZ and Australia GDP growth

The New Zealand economy maintained a decent growth rate in the first quarter of 2019 – not too hot, not too cold. The rise 
in GDP of 0.6% from the previous quarter was driven in part by further strength in construction activity, and meant that the 
annual growth rate continues to hover in the solid 2.5-3.0% range.

However, there are signs that the construction sector is near a peak and, on top of that, some of the other indicators to hand 
for Q2 so far have been subdued (e.g. domestic manufacturing activity). As such, NZ economic growth is still expected to 
slow over the coming quarters, albeit not to a level that would raise any serious concerns about the resilience of household 
finances or the property market. 

Annual Average GDP Growth (%)

Source: Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Capital Economics
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New Zealand Population

After a pretty consistent slowdown from around 
the middle of 2017, population growth stabilised 
(at 1.8% annually) in the first quarter of 2019, as 
net migration perked up again. 

Indeed, the net inflow of new migrants of 
20,300 in the quarter was the highest figure 
since the first three months of 2017 (21,900).  
A recovery in new arrivals (rather than a drop  
in departures) has been the key factor here.

Natural population growth continues to run at 
about 26,500 on an annual basis, staying within 
the range of 25,000-30,000 that has prevailed 
for a number of years now.

Quarterly Change in National Population (persons per quarter) 

Annual Change in Population (persons)

Population Change Composition (persons per quarter)

Source: Statistics New Zealand
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Migration

Care is required when interpreting the net 
migration figures from Statistics NZ, given 
that the new methodology (a switch from 
migration ‘intentions’ to migration ‘outcomes’) 
is still getting established. The issue is that the 
modelling and assumptions required (given that 
outcomes aren’t known for sure until at least 
a year after the person arrived or departed) 
have the potential to create large revisions from 
month to month – and the new methodology 
has produced a very different path for migration 
than was shown by the previous figures.

That said, the methodology will settle down 
over time and, for now, we just have to use 
the data that we have. On that basis, Stats NZ 
reported that there was a net inflow of migrants 
of more than 50,000 in the year to May. That’s a 
gentle rise from the figures of less than 49,000 
in the second half of last year, and has been 
driven predominantly by a rise in arrivals (rather 
than a fall in departures). 

If you make a simple assumption of a household 
occupancy rate of 2.7 (regardless of whether 
it’s in the owner-occupier or rental sector), 
this migration inflow has absorbed as many 
as 19,000 dwellings across the country – so 
in other words, net migration is still providing 
plenty of impetus for property demand and 
prices across NZ.

Long term migration (12-month rolling totals)

Comparison of old and new net migration series  
(12-month rolling totals)

Source: Statistics New Zealand
 

*Note that these figures relate to Q3 2018. The next publication date for these figures from Statistics NZ is yet to be advised.

Net Gain Last Year % Change

TOTAL ALL AREAS 62,733 -11.6%

Auckland Region 31,417 -13.7%

Hamilton City 1,887 -2.0%

Tauranga City 735 -24.1%

Wellington 2,917 -16.7%

Christchurch City 4,722 -13.5%

Dunedin City 899 -15.2%

Main Urban Area (Other) 4,719 -14.3%

Rural Centres 3,713 -23.0%

Not applicable/Not stated 11,724 3.4%
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Consumer Confidence 

Regional Building Consents
The latest dwelling consents figures confirmed 
that the ramping up of construction activity 
across NZ isn’t quite finished yet, although 
signs of capacity constraints around labour and 
materials in the industry could curtail growth 
shortly. For the year to May, there were 34,672 
new consents issued, the highest figure since 
December 1974 and putting us firmly in the 
midst of one of the three biggest new building 
booms on record. Consents for alterations & 
additions are also pretty buoyant, albeit the 
total value for the year to May of $1.77bn was 
about $90m lower than the peak of $1.86m in 
the 12 months to July last year.

A key feature of this construction boom has 
been the shift in the mix of activity towards 
smaller dwellings, such as apartments, flats,  
and townhouses. Obviously, these dwellings  
can accommodate more people on smaller  
plots of land than standalone houses, with a 
more intensified housing stock clearly pretty 
handy given our still quickly growing population 
(and a lack of decent infrastructure which is 
limiting the areas where people want to live). 
This shift is more evident in Auckland than 
anywhere else, with new consents for smaller 
dwellings recently overtaking standalone 
“houses for the first time on record.

Even so, Auckland doesn’t feature in a list 
of areas where new construction has been a 
high proportion of the existing dwelling stock. 
These areas include Waimakariri and Selwyn in 
Canterbury, and notably Queenstown. Over the 
past year, Queenstown has had new dwelling 
consents equivalent to more than 8% of its 
existing dwelling stock, but with values now 
weakening there, construction arguably needs 
to slow from now on.

New dwelling consents trend (consents per month)

Source: Statistics New Zealand

After going through a gradual downwards slide 
for most of 2018, consumer confidence on the 
ANZ-Roy Morgan measure has slowly risen 
over the past six months or so. At 122.6 in June, 
confidence is a couple of points above the long-
term average of 119.7.

The solid labour market and low unemployment 
will be supporting consumer confidence, and the 
mortgage rate wars (amidst strong competition 
from the banks to secure borrowers) that we’ve 
seen since late 2018 will have also bolstered 
households’ moods.

Source: ANZ NZ, Roy Morgan

ANZ-Roy Morgan Consumer Confidence (index, monthly)
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Employment continues to rise, up by 1.4% in 
the year to March 2019. However, growth has 
nevertheless slowed, and the latest figure was 
the softest since Q4 2015 (also 1.4%) and prior 
to that Q2 2013 (1.3%).

That said, this is less concerning than it might 
seem at first sight. After all, the slowdown 
in the overall total solely reflected part-time 
employment, which dipped by 4.2% in the 
year to March. Full-time employment – which 
arguably matters more for mortgage demand 
and the housing market – continued to increase, 
up by 2.9% in the year to March.

In addition, we need to bear in mind that 
employment growth has been strong for 
an extended period and as the number of 
people employed rises (and fewer people are 
unemployed), it’s simply not possible to keep 
employment growing at the same rates as 
before. This is illustrated by the labour force 
participation rate – the share of the working age 
population that are either employed or looking 
for work – which continues to hover at record 
highs in excess of 70%.

Alongside an unemployment rate of less than 
4.5%, it’s safe to say that the labour market 
remains strong, and in turn supportive for the 
property market. The key point is that, with 
most people in work, the risks of mortgage 
repayment problems and mortgagee sales  
are very low.

Employment 
Annual change in employment,  
full time and part time

Labour force participation rate (%)

Unemployment Rate

Source: Statistics New Zealand
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Following the cut in the official cash rate from 
1.75% to 1.50% in early May, the Reserve Bank 
kept it unchanged at the last review in late 
June. However, there was also a pretty heavy 
hint that another rate cut would be made in the 
coming months, probably at the next Monetary 
Policy Statement on 7th August. Not only 
that, commentary amongst economists is now 
factoring in another cut in November, which 
would take the cash rate down to 1.0%.

Clearly, this points to a continuation of low 
mortgage rates in the coming months, and into 
2020. However, we wouldn’t anticipate a huge 
boost to either sales activity or property values, 
not least because banks are already starting to 
prepare for the prospect that from April 2020 
they’ll be required to start holding more capital 
on their balance sheets. Although mortgage 
rates will generally stay low, this would tend to 
push them up a little.

But although we doubt that the housing market 
will be reinvigorated by any further official 
cash rate cuts, nor do we expect it to weaken 
significantly. Indeed, continued low mortgage 
rates should help to underpin housing market 
activity and prices for a while yet, especially 
when combined with a low unemployment rate 
and still-growing (albeit slowing) economy.

Interest Rates
Mortgage Interest Rates (%)

Average Two Year Fixed Rates (%)

Official Cash Rate and Mortgage Rates (%)

Sources: Reserve Bank of New Zealand and interest.co.nz
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Lending conditions
The upswing in gross new lending activity that 
has been in progress since early 2018 has shown 
signs of faltering in the past 2-3 months. Indeed, 
after rising on an annual basis in each of the 
previous 11 months, lending dropped year-on-
year in both March and May (albeit it showed a 
small rise in April).

The key driver of the softening in overall lending 
flows has been the investor segment. Lending 
to investors has now fallen year-on-year each 
month since September last year, and the 
drop in May was the biggest of this sequence 
(at -$421m annually). It’s always difficult to 
disentangle supply and demand drivers, and in 
this case the drop in investor lending is probably 
a bit of both – some investors probably just 
don’t want to borrow to buy property anymore 
(e.g. because of diminished capital gains and 
low rental yields), but some who have wanted 
to will have been locked out by the reluctance 
of banks to approve interest-only loans and the 
tight LVR speed limit rules that currently prevail 
(no more than 5% of investor lending at less 
than a 30% deposit, or >70% LVR).

By contrast, lending to owner-occupiers 
continues to rise, driven predominantly by 
larger average loan sizes rather than more loans. 
Taking the past 12 months as a whole, lending 
to first home buyers is up by 17.2% year-on-year, 
while other owner-occupiers are up by 8.7% (by 
contrast investors are down by 7.0%). Within 
the FHB segment, it’s high LVR (>80%) lending 
that’s driven much of the rise, up by 55% over 
the past year as a whole.

Even so, the overall speed limit for high LVR 
owner-occupier lending (i.e. no more than 
20% of lending at less than a 20% deposit) 
isn’t being tested yet – the actual figure in May 
was only 12.9%. Therefore, the Reserve Bank 
(RBNZ) won’t be too concerned about any of 
this, especially since even those low-deposit 
borrowers are still having to pass stringent 
income/expense testing, and an assessment of 
their ability to pay if interest rates theoretically 
went as high as 7-8%.

Indeed, rather than being concerned, the 
RBNZ has actually signalled that there’s a fair 
likelihood of the LVR rules being loosened in 
November. There are plenty of possible options 
here, but our hunch is that the owner-occupier 
speed limit could be raised from 20% to 25%, 
and for investors it could go from 5% to 10%.

Annual Change in Gross New Lending Flows 
($m per month)

High LVR Lending to Owners and Investors 
(% of new lending)

Source: Reserve Bank of New Zealand

Refinancing Profile for Mortgages (% of stock)
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Sales Volumes 
There were 6,851 property sales across NZ in 
June, 7% higher than a year earlier. However, a 
sluggish month for sales activity in April meant 
that the total for Q2 as a whole was 3% lower 
than a year ago. In Q2, Auckland’s sales dropped 
by 10% annually and Tauranga saw a 9% fall. 
However, Hamilton and Christchurch saw 5% 
rises, and Dunedin was up 11% (partly reflecting 
more listings coming onto the market so more 
stock to actually buy).

In Auckland, although listings have eased down 
a bit, they’re still high compared with past 
norms – hence, buyers aren’t in much rush, and 
sales volumes are soft. Days to sell is also high 
in Auckland. In many other parts of the country, 
listings levels are relatively low compared with 
past norms, so sales are achieved relatively 
quickly – and this also helps to explain why 
values are generally still rising outside Auckland.

Christchurch is showing renewed signs of life in 
terms of sales activity, which is also consistent 
with other evidence (e.g. signs of a more broad-
based rise in prices) that the long flat period 
for the market there may be coming to an end. 
Meanwhile, in Dunedin, sales volumes have been 
held down recently because of a lack of choice 
on the market, but with listings beginning to rise 
again, so too is sales activity.

Nationwide Sales Volumes (monthly total) 

Regional Sales Volumes (year-on-year % change)

Nationwide Annual Change in Sales Volumes (%) 
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Listings
As is usual for this time of year, new listings 
have dropped across the country in the past 
few weeks. The more interesting comparison 
is back to a year ago, with the national figure 
only up by 1%. However, at a more detailed level, 
new listings have fallen sharply since last year in 
Auckland (-15%) and Wellington (-14%), but have 
seen sharp rises around the rest of the main 
centres, ranging from 11% to 18%.

New Listings Average last 3 weeks 1 month change 1 year change

New Zealand 1,624 -9% 1%

Auckland 474 -5% -15%

Waikato 184 -11% 11%

Bay of Plenty 141 -4% 11%

Wellington 118 -26% -14%

Canterbury 258 1% 18%

Otago 82 -19% 17%

New listings (three-week rolling total)
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Listings
Total listings across NZ are 3% higher than 
they were this time last year, with Otago 
(31% growth) and Waikato (27%) key areas of 
increase. In Otago especially, listings volumes 
have been low recently and this has contributed 
to strong growth in property values. But now 
we’re seeing the natural response – as values 
rise, more vendors come out of the woodwork 
and list their property.

Auckland and Bay of Plenty have seen smaller 
increases in total listings compared to a year 
ago, while in Christchurch there’s basically been 
no change, and in Wellington total listings have 
dropped by 5% since last year. Given this paucity 
of listings, it’s no surprise that property values in 
the capital are still rising.

New Listings Latest week 1 month change 1 year change

New Zealand 27,770 -8% 3%

Auckland 9,500 2% 13%

Waikato 3,128 11% 27%

Bay of Plenty 2,037 9% 14%

Wellington 1,269 2% -5%

Canterbury 4,274 0% 1%

Otago 1,127 26% 31%

Total listings
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Nationwide Values
Average Value of Housing Stock - New Zealand ($)

Annual and Quarterly Change in Value (%)

National average property values increased by 
2.0% in the year to June 2019, a continuation of 
the gentle slowdown that’s been in progress for 
about a year now. In December, values were up 
by 3.2% annually, and in March the figure was 
2.6%. The last time the growth rate was 2.0%  
or less was 1.8% back in November 2011.

Of course, while they’ve slowed, property values 
are still rising on average across the country, 
supported by the rising population and low 
mortgage rates. The level for average values 
now stands at $687,021, up by almost $13,500 
from a year ago and almost $36,400 from two 
years ago.
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House Price Index
Dunedin’s property market remains strong, 
with average values rising by 12.2% in the year 
to June, an acceleration from the figure in the 
year to May of 11.5%. Strong demand in Dunedin 
coupled with low (albeit rising) levels of listings 
are the reasons for growth in property values, 
factors which also apply in Wellington (where 
values are up by 7.9% over the past year). 
Hamilton and Tauranga also continue to see 
steady growth in average property values,  
in the range of 4-6% annually.

By contrast, Auckland remains in the doldrums, 
with values down by 2.7% in the year to June 
(which equates to a drop of $28,500). Buyers 
have plenty of choice in Auckland and are in 
no rush. And although there isn’t really any 
forced selling pressure either, those vendors that 
do need to get a sale over the line are clearly 
having to just drop their price a little. Meanwhile, 
Christchurch is a ‘flat market’, although there 
may now be tentative evidence coming through 
of slightly stronger price pressures emerging.

June 2019

Current Value 3 months 12 months Since peak

New Zealand $687,021 0.1% 2.0% 66%

Auckland $1,027,113 -1.2% -2.7% 89%

Hamilton $585,264 0.9% 4.7% 62%

Tauranga $743,978 1.5% 6.3% 55%

Wellington $709,803 1.0% 7.9% 56%

Christchurch $499,934 0.5% 1.0% 32%

Dunedin $460,448 2.0% 12.2% 61%

Average Dwelling Value ($)

Source: CoreLogic NZ QV Monthly House Price Index
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House Price Index
Annual Value Change (%)

Over the past 12 months, the sluggish markets in Canterbury and Auckland  
(as well as the West Coast of the South Island) can be clearly seen on a map view.  
By contrast, the stronger markets have tended to be in the central and eastern parts 
of the North Island, and to a lesser extent in Otago and Southland.

*Size of bubble represents the number of properties in the Territorial Authority

© 2019 Mapbox © OpenStreetMap
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-4% 8%

Three Month Value Change (%)

*Size of bubble represents the number of properties in the Territorial Authority

The progressive weakness (blue shading) in Auckland is clear to see on the timelier 
three-month change in values, and now notably Queenstown is starting to look much 
more sluggish too. Parts of the central North Island still look strong in terms of three 
month growth in average property values.
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Rent

National rents averaged $433 per week in the 
three months to June 2019, unchanged from the 
first three months of the year, but 5.5% higher 
than the same quarter a year ago ($410). After 
accelerating to an annual growth rate of 6%+ in 
March/April, rents have cooled a bit in the past 
couple of months.

However, rental growth is unlikely to slow 
dramatically further from here. After all, 
although landlords no longer face the prospect 
of their returns being knocked by a capital gains 
tax, there are other costs mounting up for them 
– most notably higher insulation standards, as 
well as the tax ring-fence for rental property 
losses that came into force on 1st July (and 
applies retrospectively back to the start of this 
tax year, i.e. 1st April). Where possible, landlords 
will obviously be trying to recoup some of this 
extra cost.

That said, ultimately any rent increases that 
landlords can successfully push through tend 
to be anchored simply by how much tenants 
can afford to pay – itself determined by wage 
growth. So with wage growth relatively limited 
at present, we wouldn’t envisage national rental 
growth accelerating much further either.

In the main centres, Wellington, Dunedin, and 
Hamilton are all seeing rents rise pretty quickly, 
another indicator (alongside rising house prices) 
of strong underlying demand for property 
in these areas. In Tauranga, Auckland, and 
Christchurch, rental growth is more controlled 
– consistent with a reasonable supply/demand 
balance.

With property values more subdued and rental 
growth ticking along at a decent pace, gross 
yields are likely to continue to increase in the 
coming months, albeit from a low base (3.3% 
nationally). Auckland’s yields will be part of the 
rising trend, but are starting from the lowest 
base (just 2.7%).

Median Weekly Rent Annual Change in Rent Gross Yield

Auckland $527 2.6% 2.7%

Hamilton $392 6.9% 3.5%

Tauranga $469 3.7% 3.3%

Wellington $514 12.1% 3.2%

Christchurch $353 1.8% 3.7%

Dunedin $348 7.1% 3.9%

National Annual Change in Value and Rent (%)

Gross Rental Yield – National (%) 

Sources: CoreLogic NZ and MBIE
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Buyer Classification
Buyer Classification – New Zealand (% of sales)

NZ Property Transfers by Non-Citizens or no Resident Visa  
(% of total transfers)

The Buyer Classification series is a case of 
déjà vu at present. Movers (i.e. existing owner-
occupiers who are relocating) are less active  
in terms of their % share of property purchases 
than has typically been the case in the past, 
while first home buyers (FHBs) and mortgaged 
multiple property owners (MPOs, or investors) 
are keeping up a solid presence. Note the 
important context here that the overall number 
of purchases is relatively low at present, so 
higher market shares have typically come  
about because those buyer groups have  
‘hung on’ best.

Across NZ, movers accounted for 27% of 
purchases in Q2 2019, their lowest market share 
since early 2011. A key factor here is that many 
existing owner-occupiers will already have 
pretty large mortgages and will be unable/
unwilling to take that next step on the ladder.  
In fact, renovation rather than relocation is 
proving popular at present, with consents  
data from Statistics NZ showing a high level  
of alterations & additions activity. 

Meanwhile, mortgaged investors made 24% of 
purchases in Q2, up a touch from the first three 
months of the year and also a little higher than 
the same quarter a year earlier. Investors haven’t 
fully rebounded from the hit they took after 
the third round of LVR restrictions in October 
2016 (which required them to have a 40% 
deposit), prior to which they had a 28% market 
share. However, they are slowly trending higher 
and a potential loosening of the LVR rules in 
November would be an added positive. 

FHBs also had a 24% share of purchases in the 
second quarter of the year, a historically high 
figure for this group. Indeed, the market share 
for FHBs has only been at these levels once 
before in the past 15 years or so, which was 
prior to the GFC in late 2006 and early 2007 
(although note again that the current high 
% share for FHBs is in the context of a lower 
number of purchases). Access to KiwiSaver for 
(at least part of) the deposit, a more open mind 
about location and property type, as well as a 
Welcome Home Loan (and HomeStart Grant) 
in some cases, are all factors behind the solid 
share for FHBs.

Given last October’s ban, it was also no surprise 
to see that purchases of NZ property by foreign 
buyers (those without citizenship or a residency 
visa) tailed off sharply in the first quarter of  
the year.

Source: Statistics New Zealand
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Auckland Market Activity

Sales volumes in Auckland are relatively low 
and, given high levels of listings, the implication 
is that sales aren’t being restricted by a lack of 
choice or stock actually available to buy; it’s soft 
demand that’s the issue.

Within that subdued overall picture for demand 
in Auckland, FHBs have managed to hold on the 
best and raise their market share. In fact, at 27% 
in Q2 2019, FHBs’ share of property purchases 
is at its highest level since mid-2007, and well 
above the sub-20% figures that were seen only 
two years ago. FHBs in Auckland have a strong 
presence in more affordable suburbs to the 
south and west of the city.

Conversely, movers in Auckland have a low 
market share at present, at 22%. That’s the 
lowest level for a decade, with many existing 
owner-occupiers seemingly choosing to 
renovate rather than move. Looking at cash 
investors, their market share in Q2 of 14% 
was solid without being spectacular, while 
mortgaged investors had a share of 26% –  
pretty low in a historical context. The low rental 
yields on offer in Auckland will be an issue here.

Across both types of investor, the total market 
share in Auckland in Q2 was 40%. Within that 
figure, the largest market share (11%-points of 
the 40%) went to investors with two properties, 
although their presence in the market has been 
fairly flat recently. Investors in Auckland with 3-4 
properties and 5-9 properties have eased back a 
bit lately, but those with 10+ have generally been 
trending higher.

Buyer Classification – Auckland (% of sales)

Buyer Classification –  
MPO purchases by number of properties owned
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Overall Auckland property values have fallen  
by -2.7% in the year to June, with a drop of -1.2% 
since March. That fall in the past three months 
has been concentrated in Auckland City (-1.9%), 
North Shore (-1.7%), and Rodney (-1.0%), with 
Manukau, Waitakere, and Franklin roughly flat. 
Papakura is still rising, up 2.6% since March.

On an annual basis, again it’s Auckland City 
(-3.3%) and North Shore (-3.9%) that are faring 
worst, while Papakura (0.9%) and Franklin 
(1.6%) have actually seen small rises in average 
property values since June last year. It’s no 
surprise that the latter two areas are the 
cheapest in Auckland, so in other words are 
more affordable and have the greatest scope  
for prices to rise (albeit modestly).

Auckland Values
Average value of housing stock Auckland ($)

June 2019

Current Value 3 months 12 months Since peak

Rodney $943,814 -1.0% -1.3% 61%

North Shore $1,177,454 -1.7% -3.9% 82%

Waitakere $814,012 0.0% -1.5% 92%

Auckland City $1,207,580 -1.9% -3.3% 94%

Manukau $889,363 -0.4% -1.5% 94%

Papakura $709,445 2.6% 0.9% 97%

Franklin $672,649 0.1% 1.6% 70%

Annual and quarterly value change Auckland (%)
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Auckland Suburb Value Change
Annual value change (%)
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With the falls in property values in Auckland as a whole 
slowly getting larger, you might expect that they’re also 
becoming more broad-based across the city – and this is 
proving to be the case. Three months ago, most suburbs 
to the south and west were, at worst, stable in terms 
of property values. Now, the falls in values have spread 
further into these broader parts of Auckland.

*Size of bubble represents 
the number of properties in the suburb.

 
Based on CoreLogic Median E-valuer
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Over the past five years, almost all parts of the country have seen large rises in property values. CoreLogic’s interactive 
‘Mapping the Market’ product (www.corelogic.co.nz\mapping-market) shows these changes across the country, it’s freely 
available and updated quarterly. The heatmaps in ‘Mapping the Market’ are point-in-time snapshots from 2014 and 2019.

Auckland is illustrated in the heatmap here. There are no suburbs in Auckland with a median property value below $500,000. 
The lowest is Orere Point ($502,650). Five years ago there were 35 suburbs (out of 198) below $500,000. Back in 2014, 32  
of those suburbs had a median value of at least $1m. Now, that total has jumped to 91 (down from a peak of 103 last year).  
The most expensive is Herne Bay ($2,554,600).

Current Auckland Suburb Values
Auckland suburb values 2018 ($)

*Based on CoreLogic Median E-valuer

 

www.corelogic.co.nz\mapping-market
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Hamilton Market Activity

Similar to the story in Auckland, movers 
are relatively quiet in Hamilton at present, 
with just a 22% share of purchases. 
Meanwhile, FHBs (27% in Q2) and 
mortgaged multiple property owners 
(28%) continue to jostle for position as  
the largest individual buyer group in 
Hamilton. In a historical context, FHBs’ 
market share is very high and mortgaged 
MPOs quite low.

An interesting story in Hamilton in Q2  
was the sharp rise in market share for  
cash multiple property owners, hitting  
15% of purchases – the highest figure 
in the history of this series. Our more 
detailed breakdown of the overall multiple 
property owner category shows that this 
reflected a spike in activity from investors 
with 10 or more properties – i.e. the ‘big 
guys’. In some cases, this will reflect their 
ability to rejig their finances so as to free 
up cash from a handful of their existing 
properties to make a cash purchase on 
the latest one, but it may also just simply 
reflect some deep-pocketed investors in  
Hamilton seeing opportunities. 

Buyer Classification – Hamilton (% of sales)

Buyer Classification –  
MPO purchases by number of properties owned
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Hamilton’s average property value rose by 
0.9% in the three months to June 2019, with 
the increase over 12 months coming in at 4.7%.

Hamilton North East has had the strongest 
growth in values in recent months (1.3%), as well 
as the largest increase since the previous peak 
of 63%. But over the past year, it’s actually been 
the softest part of the city (partly reflecting that 
it has the highest prices or lowest affordability), 
with values only up by 3.0% – lagging South 
West and Central & North West (both 5.0%), 
and South West (7.0%).

Average value of housing stock – Hamilton ($)

Annual and quarterly change in value – Hamilton (%)

June 2019

Current value 3 months 12 months Since Peak

Hamilton Central & North West $539,740 0.9% 5.0% 51%

Hamilton North East $731,945 1.3% 3.0% 63%

Hamilton South East $539,041 0.7% 5.0% 54%

Hamilton South West $520,948 0.3% 7.0% 52%

Hamilton Values
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Tauranga Market Activity

By contrast with the general picture around 
NZ of movers having a relatively low market 
share at present, Tauranga actually has a high 
share of purchases going to this group – at 
32% in Q2 2019. This highlights how having a 
strong amount of wealth/equity already in place 
matters quite a bit in Tauranga, rather than 
necessarily being able to base a property  
choice on wages.

Indeed, first home buyers generally lag behind  
a bit in Tauranga, and this was the case again  
in Q2 2019 – their share of purchases of 19% was 
relatively low compared with movers, albeit not 
a bad result compared with FHBs’ own history 
in the city. Mortgaged multiple property owners 
are also finding it tough in Tauranga at present 
(just a 22% share of purchases in Q2 2019, down 
from 30% three years ago), with the larger end 
of the market – i.e. those with 10+ properties – 
having dipped in the past 2-3 years.

Buyer Classification – Tauranga (% of sales)
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Average property values in Tauranga rose  
by 1.5% in the three months to June 2019, with  
the annual rise a solid 6.3%. That annual rate of 
growth is well down on the figure of almost 30% 
in mid-2016, but still represents something of a 
rebound after the slowdown to less than 2% in 
the middle of last year.

Average property values in Tauranga are now 
$743,978, up by more than $44,000 from a  
year ago.

Average value of housing stock – Tauranga ($)

Annual and quarterly change in value – Tauranga (%)

Tauranga Values
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Wellington Market Activity

First home buyers continue to compete strongly 
for property in Wellington, with a 31% share of 
purchases in the second quarter. That’s pretty 
much the same as a year ago, and is a high 
share for this buyer group in a historical context.

Mortgaged multiple property owners have 
also been a strong presence in Wellington in 
recent months, with Q2’s share of purchases 
standing at 28% – up from 25% a year ago and 
the highest figure since Q3 2016. Some of these 
mortgaged MPOs will have been attracted 
by the prospect of further capital gains in 
Wellington, although gross rental yields have 
been dampened already. The rise in investor 
activity in Wellington lately has been most 
noticeable for smaller players, those who only 
have two properties.

Meanwhile, much of the gain in market share for 
MPOs in Wellington has come at the expense of 
movers, as well as other smaller buyer groups 
(e.g. new to market). 

Buyer Classification – Wellington (% of sales)
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Wellington average property values (across 
the four main areas of Wellington City, Porirua, 
Upper/Lower Hutt) continue to rise at a solid 
pace, of 7.9% annually. Upper Hutt and Lower 
Hutt are leading that field, while Porirua and 
Wellington City have cooled lately – in fact, 
values edged down in the City by a slight  
0.2% in the three months to June.

Around the rest of the wider region, Carterton 
and Masterton are still seeing solid gains in 
property values, but South Wairarapa has 
slowed pretty sharply, and values there actually 
fell by 1.9% in the three months to June.

Wellington Values
Average value of housing stock – Wellington ($)

Annual and quarterly change in value – Wellington (%)

June 2019

Current value 3 months 12 months Since Peak

Porirua $598,270 0.1% 6.8% 57%

Upper Hutt $562,771 3.8% 15.0% 60%

Lower Hutt $596,737 3.6% 11.3% 52%

Wellington City $827,125 -0.2% 6.0% 55%

Carterton $433,488 2.0% 10.7% 56%

Masterton $385,213 1.9% 11.3% 35%

South Wairarapa $504,572 -1.9% 4.9% 49%

Kapiti Coast $601,223 2.5% 7.8% 57%
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Christchurch Market Activity

Little has changed in Christchurch over the  
past three months in terms of the market shares 
of property purchases for the various buyer 
groups. First home buyers are still the largest 
group, with a 25% market share, while movers 
are more or less holding on to second place 
with a 24% share – albeit only just ahead of 
mortgaged multiple property owners.

For first home buyers, broadly flat house 
prices in the city for almost three years now 
have allowed them to take more time to save 
a bigger deposit, which is often also boosted 
by accessing their KiwiSaver funds. However, 
some investors are clearly also seeing value in 
Christchurch, where yields are more attractive 
than other parts of the country (especially 
Auckland).

In terms of the breakdown of the multiple 
property owner category (cash and mortgage 
combined), the bracket that own 3-4 properties 
has eased back over recent years, with MPO 
2 still the largest group (11%). They’ve also 
seen their market share fade in recent years, 
but since the middle of 2018 there does seem 
to have been some sort of turning point and 
renewed interest from ‘mum and dad’ investors 
in Christchurch.

In neighbouring Waimakariri, movers are easily 
still the largest individual buyer group (43% 
of purchases in Q2 2019), followed by first 
home buyers at 19%. A similar picture applies 
in Selwyn, with movers accounting for 36% 
of purchases in Q2, well ahead of mortgaged 
investors at 23% and first home buyers at 21%.

Buyer Classification – Christchurch (% of sales)
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The tentative recovery in property values in 
Christchurch has inched a little further forward 
in recent months, with a rise of 1.0% in the year 
to June a better result than the fall of 0.3% that 
was seen last June. The East of the city is seeing 
property values rise a little more strongly (1.5% 
annually), but the South West is lagging (0.5%). 

Selwyn and Waimakariri are also seeing a bit 
more consistent growth (albeit not rapid) in 
property values, at 1.7% and 2.4% respectively  
in the year to June.

Greater Christchurch Values
Average value of housing stock – Christchurch ($)

Annual and quarterly change in value – Christchurch (%)

June 2019

Current Value 3 months 12 months Since peak

Banks Peninsula $522,414 0.4% 0.2% 9%

Christchurch Central & North $589,618 0.5% 1.2% 33%

Christchurch East $377,834 0.7% 1.5% 22%

Christchurch Hills $678,967 -0.3% 1.0% 23%

Christchurch Southwest $474,624 0.6% 0.5% 40%

Selwyn $557,014 0.7% 1.7% 49%

Waimakariri $450,548 0.6% 2.4% 41%
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Dunedin Market Activity

After becoming marginally the largest individual 
buyer group in Dunedin in Q1 2019, first home 
buyers saw their market share ease down again 
in Q2, from 28% to 25%. Movers became the 
largest buyer group again, at 27%.

However, for movers that was still a lower share 
of purchases than they had in Q1 2019, and 
the drop was due to a stronger presence for 
mortgaged multiple property owners. Their 
share of purchases in Dunedin rose to 24% in 
Q2, the highest figure since Q3 2016. Relatively 
high rental yields in Dunedin, as well as the 
strong capital gains currently being seen, will 
have attracted some of these investors into  
the market.

Across both cash and mortgaged investors, it’s 
the group with 3-4 properties that have driven 
up the overall MPO market share in the past few 
quarters. Their share was 11% in Q2 2019.

Buyer Classification – Dunedin (% of sales)
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Across Dunedin as a whole average property 
values now stand at $460,448, up by 12.2% 
from a year ago. Dunedin South and Taieri have 
had the strongest gains over the past year, with 
Peninsula & Coastal lagging a little behind (but 
still with a pretty strong gain of 9.0%).

Dunedin Values
Average value of stock – Dunedin ($)

Annual and quarterly change in value – Dunedin (%)

June 2019

Current Value 3 months 12 months Since peak

Dunedin Central & North $476,285 2.1% 11.0% 58%

Dunedin South $442,031 2.3% 14.0% 55%

Peninsula and Coastal $414,883 0.6% 9.0% 53%

Taieri $479,561 2.5% 13.0% 63%
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CoreLogic Data and Analytics
Suburb Scorecard
Detailed housing market indicators down to the  
suburb level, with data in time series or snapshot  
and segmented in most cases across houses, flats and 
apartments. The Suburb Scorecard data includes key 
housing market metrics such as median prices, median 
values, transaction volumes, rental statistics and vendor 
metrics such as median selling time.

Market Share Reports
CoreLogic is in a unique position to monitor mortgage 
related housing market activity. Transaction volumes, 
dwelling values and mortgage related valuation events  
all comprise our Mortgage market report which provides 
an invaluable tool for mortgage industry benchmarking 
and strategy.

CoreLogic Indices
The suite of CoreLogic Indices range from simple  
market measurements such as median prices through  
to our flagship house price indices – both quarterly  
for completeness and monthly for reactiveness.  
The Quarterly CoreLogic House Price Index has been 
specifically designed to track the value of a portfolio of 
properties over time and is relied upon by New Zealand 
regulators and industry as the most accurate measurement 
of housing market performance.

Sales Volumes
CoreLogic tracks sales from a number of different  
sources to provide up to date insights on recent sale. 
Where applicable CoreLogic also applies estimation for 
expected final sales in recent months where not all sales 
have been collected. 

Market Activity
Based on all valuations run through the centrally  
managed valuation panel CoreLogic provides an index  
for market activity which tracks as a lead indicator for 
sales in the market. 

Buyer Classification
A unique and flagship product to CoreLogic, Buyer 
Classification classifies all purchases into types of  
buyer based on their current ownership of NZ property. 
Used at a record level by Government organisations to 
assist policy decisions.
 

To view the latest report online and subscribe to receive  
it in your inbox on a monthly basis, visit; 

www.corelogic.co.nz/property-market-and-economic-
update-report 

If you would like to know more or obtain tailored data, 
analytics and insights for your business, please email us at 
reports@corelogic.co.nz.

Legal Disclaimer
Copyright
This publication reproduces materials and content owned 
or licenced by RP Data Pty Ltd trading as CoreLogic 
Asia Pacific (CoreLogic) and may include data, statistics, 
estimates, indices, photographs, maps, tools, calculators 
(including their outputs), commentary, reports and other 
information (CoreLogic Data).

© Copyright 2019. CoreLogic and its licensors are the 
sole and exclusive owners of all rights, title and interest 
(including intellectual property rights) the CoreLogic Data 
contained in this publication. All rights reserved.  

Data & Research publications
Whilst all reasonable effort is made to ensure the 
information in this publication is current, CoreLogic does 
not warrant the accuracy, currency or completeness of 
the Data and commentary contained in this publication 
and to the full extent not prohibited by law excludes all 
loss or damage arising in connection with the Data and 
commentary contained in this publication.

You acknowledge and agree that CoreLogic does not 
provide any investment, legal, financial or taxation advice 
as to the suitability of any property and this publication 
should not be relied upon in lieu of  
appropriate professional advice.

Published date: Quarter 2, 2019
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